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Nonlinear r-modes in neutron stars: Instability of an unstable mode
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We study the dynamical evolution of a large amplituder-mode by numerical simulations.R-modes in
neutron stars are unstable growing modes, driven by gravitational radiation reaction. In these simulations,
r-modes of amplitude unity or above are destroyed by a catastrophic decay: A large amplituder-mode gradu-
ally leaks energy into other fluid modes, which in turn act nonlinearly with ther-mode, leading to the onset of
the rapid decay. As a result ther-mode suddenly breaks down into a differentially rotating configuration. The
catastrophic decay does not appear to be related to shock waves at the star’s surface. The limit it imposes on
the r-mode amplitude is significantly smaller than that suggested by previous fully nonlinear numerical simu-
lations.
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The r-modes of rotating neutron stars are unstable gro
ing modes driven by gravitational radiation reaction@1,2#. If
the l 5m52 r-mode of a young, rapidly rotating star ca
grow to an amplitude of order unity, the gravitational rad
tion it emits would carry away most of the star’s angu
momentum and rotational kinetic energy; and the radiat
might be detectable by the Laser Interferometric Grav
tional Wave Observatory~LIGO II ! @3# ~for recent reviews
see @4,5#!. Even if its amplitude were smaller, ther-mode
instability would limit the periods of hot, young neutron sta
~and, possibly, of old stars spun up by accretion!. A number
of mechanisms to damp the mode have been examined
cluding shear viscosity enhanced by crust-core coupling
by nonstandard cooling@6#; bulk viscosity enhanced by
hyperon-rich core@7#; and energy loss to a magnetic fie
driven by differential rotation@8#. But none of these defini
tively eliminates the instability.

The significance of ther-mode instability depends
strongly on its maximum possible amplitude. In two rece
articles, Stergioulas and Font@9# and Lindblom, Tohline, and
Vallisneri @10# performed numerical simulations of nonline
r-modes, both finding that large-amplitude nonline
r-modes can exist for some long period of time. In additio
in @10,11#, Lindblom et al. carried out numerical simulation
of the growth of ther-modes driven by the current quadr
pole post-Newtonian radiation reaction force in Newton
hydrodynamics. In order to achieve a significant growth
the r-mode amplitude in a reasonably short computatio
time, they artificially multiplied the radiation reaction forc
by a factor of 4500. This decreases the growth time of
r-mode from about 40 s to 10 ms. The~dimensionless!
r-mode amplitudea grew to '3.3 before shock waves ap
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peared on the surface of the star and ther-mode amplitude
collapsed. Lindblomet al. suggested that the nonlinear sat
ration amplitude of ther-modes may be set by dissipation
energy in the production of shock waves. Here, we show
a hydrodynamical effect will restrict ther-mode amplitude to
a value significantly below that reported in@10,11#.

We note that, with the artificially large radiation reactio
the results in@10,11# assume that no hydrodynamic proce
takes energy from ther-mode in a time scale between 10 m
and 40 s~the artificial growth time and the actual physic
growth time, respectively!. In this paper we investigate th
evolution of large amplituder-modes in these time scales~10
ms–40 s!. We find that~i! a catastrophic decay of the mod
occuring within these time scales, significantly reduces
amplitude to which anr-mode can grow, and~ii ! in a large
amplituder-mode this catastrophic decay leads to a differe
tially rotating configuration.~As in Refs.@10,11#, we assume
a perfect fluid with no magnetic fields.!

We solve the Newtonian hydrodynamics equations fo
non-viscous fluid flow in the presence of gravitational rad
tion reaction:

]r

]t
1¹•~rvW !50, ~1!

rS ]vW

]t
1vW •¹vW D 52¹P2r¹F1rFW GR, ~2!

wherer is the density,P is the pressure,vW is the velocity,
FW GR is the radiation reaction force per unit mass, andF is
the Newtonian potential, satisfying

¹2F54pGr. ~3!

A high resolution shock capturing scheme~Roe solver! is
used to solve the hydrodynamic equations. In addition, a
@9#, we applied the 3rd order piecewise parabolic meth
~PPM! @12# for the cell-reconstruction process in order
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simulate rapidly rotating stars accurately for a large num
of rotational periods.

As r-modes couple to the gravitational radiation main
through the current multipolesJlm , we assume that the con
tribution to the reaction forceFW GR comes solely from the
dominant current multipoleJ22, an approximation used als
in @10,11#. The resulting expression forFW GR is given by~see
@10,13,14#!

FGR
x 2 iF GR

y 52k i ~x1 iy !@3vzJ22
(5)1zJ22

(6)#, ~4!

FGR
z 52k ImH ~x1 iy !2F3

vx1 ivy

x1 iy
J22

(5)1J22
(6)G J , ~5!

where J22
(n) is the nth time derivative ofJ22 and k5k0

[32ApG/(45A5c7). A technical difficulty in evaluating
FW GR is that it depends on high-order time derivatives ofJ22.
To circumvent this problem, we assume thatJ22

(n)

5( iv)nJ22, with the nonlinearr-mode frequencyv defined
by v52uJ22

(1)u/uJ22u, as in @10,11#. Notice thatJ22
(1) can be

expressed as an integral over the fluid variables and is
calculated on each time slice@10,11,14#.

To investigate the dynamical properties of a large am
tuder-mode numerically, one must first generate initial da
However, analytically we know only the expression of
r-mode in the linear regime, under the assumption ofa!1
andV0→0. In particular, thel 5m52 r-mode perturbation
~at the first order ofV0) is given by@15#

FIG. 1. Evolution ofa in a slowly rotating star with the correc
(k0) and artificial (93107k0) radiation reaction. The solid line
represent the numerical results (2573 resolution!, while the dashed
lines are the predictions from linear theory.
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dvW 5a0R0V0S r

R0
D 2

YW 22
B eivt, ~6!

wherea0 is a dimensionless amplitude,R0 and V0 are the
radius and angular velocity of the unperturbed rotating s
model, andYW 22

B is the magnetic-type vector spherical ha

monic defined byYW lm
B 5@ l ( l 11)#21/2rW3¹Ylm . Using Eq.

~6! with a largea0 introduces other modes in the initial da
@11#; that is, the resulting configuration is not the same as
r-mode growing from small amplitude driven by gravit
tional radiation reaction. In the following, we will show ho
we obtain a large amplituder-mode in our study.

Beyond the linear regime, there is no unique mode
composition, and hence no unique definition of anr-mode. In
this paper, by a large amplituder-mode we mean a configu
ration resulting from the growth of an infinitesimalr-mode
due to gravitational radiation reaction. We define the am
tude a of the nonlinearl 5m52 mode in terms of its con
tribution to J225*rr 2vW •YW 22

B* d3x:

a~ t ![U 1

R3E ã~x!eif(x)d3xU,
ã~x!eif(x)[ 8pR4~rr 2vW •YW 22

B* !/V̄~ t !E rr 4d3x . ~7!

Here R is the radius of the corresponding nonrotating s
model andã(x) is the amplitude density. The phase fact
f(x) is defined so thatã(x) is real. The definition of the
amplitude is similar to that of@10#, except that we normalize
a(t) by the average angular velocity of the starV̄(t) instead
of a fixed initial V0.

In Fig. 1, we show the time evolution ofa for two cases
in a slowly rotating star withT54.42 ms. In the first casek
is set to the correct Post-Newtonian valuek0 ~represented by
the solid line labeled ‘‘k0’’ !. The evolution begins with a
small ~linear! r-mode perturbation given by Eq.~6! with a0
50.1. The simulation is carried out up tot50.6 ms. To
compare, we plotted as dashed line the evolution ofa as
predicted by the linear theory@15#: a5a0et/tGR, where the
gravitational radiation time scale is given by

1

tGR
5

GV0
6

2c7 S 256

405D
2S k

k0
D E rr 4d3x. ~8!
FIG. 2. Left: Growth of the
r-mode amplitudea during artifi-
cial ‘‘pumping’’ with k54500k0.
Right: The velocity profile vy

along thex axis att50 and at the
point whena52.0.
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FIG. 3. Left: Evolution of the
‘‘pumped up’’ a at different val-
ues with k5k0. Right: Fourier
spectra ofvz along thex axis ~at
x56 km! at two time slots in the
evolution starting out with a
51.6. The early~later! time slot is
denoted by the dashed~solid! line.
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We note that this formula is correct only to linear order ina
and in V, and is thus accurate only for~i! a!1 and ~ii !

V0 /AGr̄!1. While assumption~i! is reasonably good,~ii !
is actually not accurate for the model used: rotation per
4.42 ms, corresponding to V/Vmax'0.25 (Vmax

'2ApGr̄/3 is the Kepler limit, wherer̄ represents the av
erage density of the star!. Nevertheless, the two lines near
coincide.

With radiation reaction coefficientk0, an evolution time
t'33108 ms is needed to reacha51. For a 1293 grid-
point simulation, this would takeO(1011) time steps, requir-
ing a clearly impracticalO(108) hours on a 128 CPU Origin
2000 ~MIPS R12000!.

To arrive at a large amplituder-mode we use an artifi
cially largek as in@10,11#. In Fig. 1, the solid line labeled ‘‘
93107k0’’ represents the evolution ofa with k59
3107k0. For comparison, we also plot the evolution ofa as
predicted by the linear theory with thisk as the dashed line
The slight offset between the dashed and solid lines at
initial time is due to the fact thata(t50) as calculated from
Eq. ~7! equals toa0 as defined in Eq.~6! only in the limit
a0!1 andV0→0.

In Fig. 2 ~left!, we show the growth of anr-mode~with
a050.5) to a large amplitude with an artificialk of 4500k0
in our fast rotating star model: The star has a mass ofM
51.64M ( with a polytropic equation of stateP5kr2. The
equatorial radiusRe514.5 km. The ratio of the polar to
equatorial radii is 0.76. The rotation period isT51.24 ms.
This model is used for the rest of the simulations discus
in this paper. Unless otherwise noted, we use 1293 Cartesian
grid points withDx5Dy5Dz50.42 km.

In Fig. 2 ~left!, the amplitudea rises from 0.5 to 2.2 in 19
ms. An indicator of the accuracy of the simulation is that t
total mass of the system is constant to 0.08% by 20 ms in
1293 runs. Also, the actual numerical evolution of the to
angular momentumJ5u*rrW3vW d3xu agrees with the theoret
ical prediction@see Eq.~11! of Ref. @10## to about 1%.

While the discussion above shows the accuracy of
numerical treatment, one still must ask whether the la
amplituder-mode obtained with the large artificial pumpin
is physical or not, in the sense that whether the rapid pu
ing excites modes that would not be excited withk5k0. We
compare the large amplituder-modes obtained with differen
pumping rates and conclude that the resulting fluid flow p
04130
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tern does not depend sensitively on the pump rate~as long as
the pump rate is large enough so that the large amplit
r-mode can be arrived at!. In Fig. 2 ~right!, we show the
rotational velocity profile vy along the x axis for k
59000, 4500k0 at the point whena52.0, starting with the
same initial model. For comparison, we also plot the init
profile in the same figure. We see that the two lines,k
59000, 4500k0, agree with each other to better than 3%
with smaller discrepancy away from the surface. In the r
of this paper, we will take the ‘‘pumped up’’ configuration
given in Fig. 2~left! as the initial state in our investigation o
the hydrodynamical behavior of the large amplituder-mode.
To the extent that different pumping rates are not affect
the initial state we use, the artificial pumping is not affecti
the results we report below.

Here we focus on one question: What is the fate o
large-amplituder-mode in a rapidly rotating neutron star fo
a sufficiently long time evolution, modeled as the 1.24
polytrope described above. That is, what evolution is impl
by Eqs.~1!–~3!, with the correct amount of radiation reac
tion?

In Fig. 3 ~left! we show the evolution ofa vs time for
various large amplituder-modes starting off with a
52.2, 2.0, 1.8, 1.6. We see that the mode amplitudes s
off slowly decaying, leaking energy to other modes. The
cay rate is small, until a certain time. We plot in Fig. 3~right!
the Fourier transform of the velocity componentvz along the
x axis at a typical point inside the star at two different tim
slots in the evolution of thea51.6 case@the lowest line in

FIG. 4. Evolution ofa (653 resolution! with artificial pumping
of k54500k0 whenevera drops below its initial value.
3-3
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FIG. 5. The amplitude density

ã(x) on the equatorial plane be
fore ~left! and after ~right! the
breakdown for the case where th
initial ‘‘pumped up’’ a is 2.0 in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 ~left!#. The dashed line is the profile at the beginni
of the evolution~13 ms–35 ms!, we see that there is only on
large peak at ther-mode frequency~0.93 kHz!. This is com-
pared to the solid line representing the spectrum at a l
time slot ~35 ms–50 ms!. We see that various smaller pea
appear in the spectrum, especially the one at twice
r-mode frequency~1.86 kHz!. Spectra at different points in
side the star give similar structure, with those in the c
region showing more peaks at different frequencies.

The most interesting feature of Fig. 3~left! is that after
some slow leaking of energy into other fluid modes, t
r-mode amplitude drops catastrophically to a value mu
smaller than 1. This abrupt drop occurs through nonlin
couplings with other fluid modes: In the slow leaking pha
these other fluid modes are growing linearly until a cert
unstable point. The time it takes to reach the unstable p
depends sensitively on ther-mode amplitude. It shorten
from approximately 45 ms to 8 ms when the initial value
a changes from 1.6 to 2.2.

To further investigate this catastrophic decay we perfo
a set of numerical experiments in which we pump ene
into ther-mode by turning on the artificial radiation reactio
force with coefficientk54500k0 whenever its amplitude
drops down below its initial value. The resulting evolution
a vs time is given in Fig. 4. The evolution tracks ofa start-
ing off with valuesa52.1, 1.9, 1.7, 1.5, 1.4, 1.0 are give
With the large artificial pumpinga remains constant despit
energy leaking to other modes. In all cases~excepta51.0
where the simulation is not evolved long enough!, however,
the hydrodynamical nonlinear interaction eventually ov
whelms the artificial pumping, and ther-mode amplitude
falls catastrophically.

In Fig. 5 we compare the distribution of the amplitud
density ã(x) as defined in Eq.~7! on the equatorial plane
before~left! and after~right! the breakdown respectively fo
the case where the initiala is 2.0~thea52.0 line in Fig. 3!.
In the figure, the brighter region represents higher amplit
density. During the catastrophic decay, ther-mode pattern
changes rapidly from a 4-fold ‘‘regular’’ shape~left! to a
whirlpool-like spiral ~right!. We also see in our simulation
that strong differential rotation is developed during t
breakdown, a potentially important fact regarding wheth
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subsequent re-growth of ther-mode is possible or not@16#.
In Fig. 6 we plot the rotational velocity profilevy along

the x axis for the case where the initiala is 2.0. The solid
line is the initial profile, while the dashed line is the profi
after the decay. To further quantify the amount of differe
tial rotation, we define the kinetic energy associated to d
ferential rotation by I 5 1

2 *r(vf2 v̄f)2d3x, where v̄f

5V̄Ax21y2 with V̄ being the average angular velocity o
the star. We plot the evolution ofa and I together in Fig. 7
~left!. It is seen that the amount of differential rotation (I )
rises rapidly during the breakdown ofa. We also see in our
simulations that the star has a relatively large amplitude p
sation during the breakdown. Figure 7~right! shows the
quadrupole-moment componentQxy against time for the
same case as in Fig. 7~left!. We see thatQxy is basically zero
until the breakdown and it then oscillates rapidly afterwa
However, based on an order-of-magnitude estimation,
gravitational radiation amplitude due to the changing qu
rupole moment is only about 1% of that due to ther-mode.

In contrast to the study of Refs.@10,11#, we do not see
evidence that this catastrophic decay is due to the genera
of shock waves on the surface of the star.

We found in this paper that a large amplituder-mode will
lose energy to other fluid modes whose growth in turn trig
a catastrophic decay of ther-mode. For anr-mode with an

FIG. 6. The rotational velocity profilevy along thex axis for the
case where the initial ‘‘pumped up’’a is 2.0. The solid line is the
initial profile ata52.0, while the dashed line is the profile after th
breakdown.
3-4
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FIG. 7. Left: Evolution of a
~dashed! and I ~solid! for the case
where the initial ‘‘pumped up’’a
is 2.0. Note thatI has been re-
scaled for comparison. Right
Evolution of Qxy ~in G5c5M (

51 units! for the same case.
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amplitudea of order one, the onset of catastrophic dec
requires a time much shorter than the growth time of
r-mode due to radiation reaction; and the decay thus lim
the r-mode amplitude to a value less than that found
@10,11#. Further work is in progress to determine the natu
of this catastrophic decay, whether it is related to any kno
hydrodynamical instability of nonlinear flow, and how larg
an r-mode amplitude can be with this effect taken into a
count.

Note added.Towards the end of the preparation of th
paper we learned the results of Arraset al. @17#. We note the
following differences between the hydrodynamical pheno
enon studied in this paper and that studied by them:
work of Arraset al. points to a slow leakage of ther-mode
energy into some short wavelength oscillation modes, le
ing to an equilibrium distribution of mode amplitudes. Th
in turn, through viscosity dissipation, limits ther-mode am-
plitude to a small value. In this paper we find a sudden a
complete breakdown of ther-mode that operates independe
of viscosity. Further numerical investigation will be carrie
out to investigate the interactions ofr-modes with other os-
v
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cillation modes. Such investigation is beyond the resolut
power of our present simulations. Note that, if the conc
sions of@17# are correct, there may be no astrophysical si
ation in whichr-modes grow to amplitudes large enough
exhibit the sudden decay seen in our simulations.
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